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ABSTRACT  

The Hash functions describe as a phenomenon of information security and are used in numerous security 

applications and protocols such as: - Digital signature schemes, construction of MAC and random number 

generation, For correct data integrity and data origin authentication. Analysts have find out serious security 

flaws and vulnerabilities in most widely used MD and SHA family hash functions. As a result hash functions 

from FORK family with longer digest value were considered as good alternatives for MD5 and SHA-1, but 

recent attacks against these hash functions have highlighted their weaknesses. In this paper we propose a 

dedicated hash function HMACMD5= MD5 (HMAC (K,m))//32 BIT based on the design principle of HMAC 

and MD5. It takes 512 bit message blocks and generates 32 bit hash value. A random sequence is added as an 

additional input to the compression function of HMACMD5. Three branch parallel structure and secure 

compression function make HMACMD5 an efficient, fast and secure hash function. Various simulation results 

indicate that HMACMD5 is immune to common cryptanalytic attacks and faster than NewFORK-256.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 

Reliable privacy and preventing integrity of a message are the main objectives of cryptography/Encryption. 

Cryptographic hash functions dropped most important important cryptographic primitives, and they can be used 

to ensure the security of many cryptographic applications and protocols such as: Digital signature, random 

number generation, data source authentication, key update and derivation, message authentication code, 

integrity protection, malicious code recognition and SSL. Hash functions basically compress an input message 

of fixed length to an output with short fixed length, the hash code.  

Hash functions are categorized in to two categories:  

1. Unkeyed hash function also known as Manipulation Detection Code (MDC) with single parameter.  

2. A message and keyed hash function with two distinct inputs – a message and secret key.  

Keyed hash functions are used to construct the MAC (Message Authentication Code). The MAC is widely used 

to provide data integrity and data origin authentication. The choice between a MAC and an MDC is application 

may vary. They are also classified as, namely hash functions based on block cipher, hash functions based on 

modular algorithm and dedicated hash functions. The push for block cipher based schemes is the minimization 

of the effort to design and implement the hash functions and of the complexity of the equipment. Also the trust 
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that one has in a certain block cipher (such as DES) can be transferred to a hash function. Particularly interesting 

from a theoretical point of view, modular algorithm based schemes are provably secure, in the sense that their 

security relies on the hardness of some mathematical problems such as number theory problems. Dedicated hash 

functions are specially designed from the scratch for the purpose of hashing a plain text with optimized 

performance and without being constrained to reusing existing system components such as block ciphers and 

modular arithmetic. These hash functions are not based on hard problems such as factorization and discrete 

logarithms. The most popular method of designing compression functions of dedicated hash functions is a serial 

successive iteration of a small step functions. 

Our proposed hash function comes under the last category.  

a)  Preimage resistance,  

b)  second preimage resistance and  

c)  collision resistance  

are the three classical requirements for security of keyless hash functions. Properties pre image resistance, 

second pre image resistance and collision resistance are also known as one way, weak collision resistance and 

strong collision resistance respectively. First of all, it needs to be computationally infeasible to find the pre 

image X of H(X), when H(X) is given. This is called pre image resistance. Secondly, finding Y ≠ X with H(Y) = 

H(X), when X andH(X) are given, should also be infeasible. This property is called second pre image resistance. 

Finally, it should be computationally infeasible to find any two distinct messages X and Y with H(X) = H(Y). 

This is called collision resistance. Additionally, a hash function is often required to behave indistinguishably 

from a random function. An ideal hash function that generates an n bit hash value requires evaluating about 

2n/2messages to find any pair of messages having the same hash value. This kind of brute-force search for hash 

functions is called a birthday attack. Also 2n hash computations are required for finding pre images.  

In this paper we have proposed a dedicated hash function HMACMD5 that takes a message of arbitrary length 

and converts it into a 32 bit hash value. It is based on the design principle of NewFORK-256. The compression 

function of HMACMD5 consists of three parallel branches; each branch compresses a sixteen 32 bit words to 

eight 32 bit words output. Each branch contains eight step operations. FORK-256 and NewFORK-256, both 

hash functions built on Merkle-Damgård method. Past few years ago, many attacks have been occurred for these 

hash functions. The compression function of the proposed hash function uses dithering design. Its padding and 

splitting of message is similar to Merkle-Damgård construction. Dithering construction is obtained by providing 

an additional input to the Merkle-Damgård construction. This design was given by Rivest. The loop structure of 

this design provides good resistance against some crucial attacks such as birthday attack, meet-in-the middle 

attack and pre image attack. The compression function of HMACMD5 has two input parameters and one output 

parameter. The additional input parameter is a dither value. There are many ways to select dither value. Random 

numbers generated from Park–Miller algorithm are used as dither value in the proposed algorithm. For each 

message block in the message, there is different dither value sequence. For each message block 16 different 32 

bit dither value generated, out of which each branch makes the use of eight 32 bit dither value according to the 

ordering rule. All the modifications made to overcome the recent attacks on FORK-256 and NewFORK-256. 

 

II. PROPOSED ENCRYPTION METHOD  

 

HASHCODE (K,m) = H((K ⊕ opad) ∥ H((K ⊕ ipad) ∥ m))  
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HASHCODEMD5= MD5(HASHCODE (K,m))//32 BIT  

Where,  

 H is a cryptographic hash function,  

 K is a secret key padded to the right with extra zeros to the input block size of the hash function, or the hash 

of the original key if it's longer than that block size,  

 m is the message to be authenticated,  

 ∥ denotes concatenation,  

 ⊕ denotes exclusive or (XOR),  

 opad is the outer padding (0x5c5c5c…5c5c, one-block-long hexadecimal constant),  

 and ipad is the inner padding (0x363636…3636, one-block-long hexadecimal constant).  

  

III. PSEUDOCODE OF ALGORITHM 

 

The following pseudocode demonstrates how HASHCODE may be implemented. Blocksize is 64 (bytes) when 

using one of the following hash functions: SHA-1, MD5, RIPEMD-128/160. 

functionString HashCode (key, message) 

if (length(key) > blocksize) then 

key = hash(key) // keys longer than blocksize are shortened 

end if 

if (length(key) < blocksize) then 

key = key ∥ [0x00 * (blocksize - length(key))] // keys shorter than blocksize are zero-padded (where ∥ is 

concatenation) 

end if 

 o_key_pad = [0x5c * blocksize] ⊕ key // Where blocksize is that of the underlying hash function 

i_key_pad = [0x36 * blocksize] ⊕ key // Where ⊕ is exclusive or (XOR) 

return hash(o_key_pad ∥ hash(i_key_pad ∥ message)) // Where ∥ is concatenation //proposed algo apply HASH 

Function on Returned value with 32 bit int Variable  

end function 

String 32  VAL = md5(HashCode (key,msg)) 

 

IV PERFECT HASHING 
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A hash function that is injective—that is, maps each valid input to a different hash value—is said to 

be perfect. With such a function one can directly locate the desired entry in a hash table, without any 

additional searching. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

I Proposed hash function generates 32 bit hash string. Proposed a dedicated hash function HMACMD5= MD5 

(HMAC (K,m))//32 BIT based on the design principle of HMAC and MD5. It takes 512 bit message blocks and 

generates 32 bit hash value. A random sequence is added as an additional input to the compression function of 

HMACMD5. It has a parallel structure consist of three branches. Each branch computes eight step operations. 

Algorithm uses 16 constants and two nonlinear functions. Each branch makes the use of 16 message sub blocks 

and constants with different order. For making the whole structure complicated for the cryptanalyst and secure 

against known attacks compression function uses three inputs. Dither values are used as third input. These dither 

values are random numbers generated through Park–Miller algorithm. The one way structure of the algorithm 

makes it strong against preimage and second preimage attack. Various tests have been performed to check the 

security level of hash function. The bit variance test has been performed for one bit changes. Simulation results 

and rigorous analysis of the hash function guarantee its security against differential and other common known 

attacks. Further, as future work, I will try to improve its efficiency. 
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